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Readers will be aware of a surge of popular interest in the ancient world.. It
can be seen in novels, coffee-table books, 'sub-coffee-table' books,

public functions, television documentaries, stage-plays, opera and fllm All
this interest can't be bad for the subject. I Colleen McCullough, author of a
series of novels on Republican Rome from the time of Marius to that of
Caesar (with possibly one more to come), takes great satisfaction in the
thought that she has excited and reinforced public interest in the ancient world
and swollen the numbers of those undertaking its study at the school and
college level in the United States. One of her fans, the Premier ofNSW, added
- in direct response - the figures for this State HSC emolments in Ancient
HistOIY had risen from 7218 in 2001 to 8715 in 2003, making Ancient HistOIY
the tenth most popular subject at this leve12 Premier Bob Carr made that
observation in the lead-up to his public dialogue with the author at the Sydney
Town Hall (on which, see below). Subsequent to the initial composition of
these thoughts, the figures for 2004 have become available .. The number of
candidates undertaking Ancient HistOIY has risen to 9,718, meaning that, for
the first time since the syllabus restructuring in 2000, Ancient HistOIY has
outstripped Modem History (with a CUlrent candidature of 9,521)3 Ancient
History is now the ninth most popular subject at the HSG. The popular press is
quick to lay much of that development at the feet of the "blockbusters", with
accompany;ng photographs of the cuirass-clad Russell Crowe and Brad Pitt,
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The cutrent essay sets out to explore Ihe exlent 10 which this is an unalloyed blessing.. At
the end of all that exploration, lather than returning to the place flom which 1 set out and
understanding it for the first time, I remain undecided, torn by mixed emotions and
awaiting self-definition!
'Sub-coffee-table'? I remember that Michael Grant, the great populmizer (who died just
short of his ninetieth birthday whilst this article was in prepalation ), was keen, when
chameteIizing his own work, to draw a distinction between coffee-table and 'sub-coHee-'
table' books ('To meet modern needs', Times Literary Supplement March 31, 1972,361
62) The former, 1 imagine, are displayed to impress guests and visitors; the latter are kept
close to hand to be drawn out at moments of leisure for entertainment and enlightenment)
Grant's essay (on the popularization ofthe subject) remains an inter'esting read
Susan Wyndham, 'Toga party in Macquarie Street', SMH22-23, 2004 [News Review, 37].
That is a development in which those who care about a well-rounded knowledge ofthe past
will take little satisfaction, Both subjects at the HSC level should parallel each other's
success Much ofthe significance of the ancient world lies in its legacy and the reception of
that legacv; and much ofthe under'standing of the modern world lies in its ancient origins.
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power shoulder-guards to the fore.,4 Ancient History is currently centre-stage.,
In the light of that current enthusiasm, I was invited to submit a "Comment"
to the Macquarie University News5 This was pmned a number of times to
meet the joumalistic requirements of 500 words, and I offer here my initial
thoughts - and a few supplementary ones6
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Linda Doherty, 'Sixpacks, swords ease history back into classrooms', SMH Weekend
Edition October 9-10,2004,4 Another attIaction is also registered: "a wave" of web-based
archaeological programs designed for students Other' less spectacular, but in fact far more
profound, explanations are canvassed John Bennet, general manager of the Office of Board
of Studies, is quoted as noting the steady growth in ancient history over' a number of years ..
Pam Panczyk, vice-president of the NSW HIA, emphasises the paradox of distance and the
immediacy of ancient life-experiences and the revelations of archaeology: "It's the whole
hands-on thing and the air ofmystery ofthe subject" Brian Croke, executive director of the
NSW Catholic Education Commission, emphasises the strengths of the syllabus, 'good,
dynamic teachers', and the tradition of strong support from the universities running teacher
and student study days.
I should like to take up Croke's emphasis on the commitment of teachers. Auditors at
various public fora have heard Jennifer Lawless (NSW Board of Studies) repOIt that
principals and other bemused teachers, when quizzed about the success of Ancient HistOIY
at their schools, will almost invariably put it down to "that mad fanatical Ancient History
teacher" who devotes all his or her energies to promoting the subject and whipping up
student inter'est (Lawless is herself an example of that commitment) A similar pattern can
be discerned in the dedicated band who keep Latin alive in our schools, A recent article
appeared in Sydney's popular press on the subject by Mark Dapin, 'Dead Language
Society', Sydney Morning Herald October 2, 2004, Good Weekend 35--40 One of the
students frum Sydney Girls (aged 14), singled out because of the "startling fervour" with
which she read the part of Lucretia (frum Livy) at the annual Latin Reading Competition,
offered the comment: "It helps that all the teachers at Sydney High are completely mad !
chose [Latin] more as a fun subject than anything else Mrs Fox, for example, managed
once, in Year '7, to get up on a table with this honible robe on and start fighting off the front
row, to demonstrate Horatius to us You don't forget it after that" The teacher to whom
young Olivia Hopkins referred, Helen Fox, is retiring in 2004 .- but is transferring to
Macquarie to assist in the management of MALS (the Macquarie Ancient Language
Schools) MALS serves the growing numbers who are seeking the pleasures of discovering
ancient cultures through their literature One hundred individuals, their ages ranging from 8
to 80, have signed up for the 2005 summer courses in classical and koine Greek,
hieroglyphics, Coptic, Sanskrit and Syriac (cf Brendan O'Keefe, 'Passion for old
languages', The Australilm January 12, 2005) It is now paralleled by the annual Sydney
University Latin School which enjoys similar popular SUPPOIt. Two hundred have signed
up for 2005
In a journal such as this it is important to recognize that teachers are themselves the
resource
July 2004, 13.
Those thoughts were subsequently honed, whilst the 'Comment' was in press, at the
Macquarie Ancient HistOIY Association's Annual Weekend Conference (Meroo Conference
Centre, Kurragong, June 26, 2004), I thank all present for the spirited and helpful
discussion which ensued What is presented here is essentially off~the-cuff and an
idiosyncratic essay, rather than a studied and comprehensive survey. I thank Michelle
























































